dents who had either 0 to 6 or 13 or more months of experience. Perhaps as trainees in this program became more confident they relied more upon nonauditory input, or perhaps their auditory vigilance decreased as training progressed. Because of our protocol, we cannot confirm either hypothesis. Within program B (90% of whose residents used ABPDs), there were no appreciable differences in the vigilance practiced at the three training levels. In this program, at least 25% of the residents at each training level remained unaware of the problem for at least three minutes after interruption of monitoring and 50% of the residents with 7 to 12 months of training were unaware for at least three minutes. Our arbitrary three-minute cut-off may have resulted in an underestimate of the difference between the two programs. A significant difference in response times also exists between the programs when data from all subjects are pooled (P < 0.05).
The many drawbacks and difficulties with this study must be kept in mind. One drawback is the small number of residents we observed. Many factors, including the selection criteria of each program, may have resulted in differences in resident quality between the two programs. Also, the quality of the residents within a given program may vary from class to class. Attitude toward direct contact with patients and toward monitoring in general may differ between individuals and programs. Notably, in neither program is the obvious distraction of reading journals or books permitted while attending to patients, but music is permitted in both. Vigilance is complex and involves more than just auditory or visual input. We cannot extrapolate our results to imply that overall care of patients or vigilance as a whole was impaired in program B.
Of interest is the fact that no resident in either program was seen with a finger on the patient's pulse during the time of study. Although ABPDs have been hailed as a major advance in monitoring [1] , our study suggests that slower response times to monitoring interruption occur in a training program that relies exclusively on such devices.
All our observations were made during the maintenance phase of anesthesia. Green and Taylor [2] , in showing that significant morbidity and mortality occur during this phase, have emphasized the importance of vigilance during anesthesia maintenance.
Our findings have no bearing on alertness or vigilance during anesthesia induction. Nor have we shown that vigilance is impaired by the use of ABPDs outside residents training centers. However, if resident vigilance training is to be optimized, training centers should consider depending less heavily on the ABPD as the sole monitor for blood pressure.
